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Buckle in for a very competitive couple of weeks
ahead as we welcome the GSDCA National after a two
year hiatus - good luck to those entered and safe
travels.

We then back that up here in SA with our two day
championship show the following weekend
welcoming an international judge to Adelaide - don't
forget to get your entries in.

We have an informational lecture on this weekend so
don't miss out.  The club has plenty of upcoming
events, shows and trials so ensure you keep up to
date through the website and Facebook.

As always if you have any contributions to shepherd
news or ideas you'd like me to investigate for you,
please let me know.

German
Shepherd
Dog Club of
SA
Shepherd News May 2022

Competitions drive

shepherd success
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Once again some clean-up work has been carried out at the club grounds including removal of the
large tree at the rear of the club rooms so hopefully this will improve the turning circle for cars and
trailers. There is a low stump still in the ground with an orange cone on top so I would ask that
people leave this area clear so people can navigate around the cone and back up the driveway. 

A number of trees have been trimmed around the grounds to tidy the area up so people don't hit
their heads when they're walking around under the trees. It will also improve parking for cars in the
car park area. 

The club has been fortunate again to have won another grant so we will be adding some more
modifications to the grounds including another light, a light pole and some shelters along with some
equipment for the obedience fraternity. 

For those travelling interstate for the up and coming National, just a reminder to check the tyres on
your trailer and the bearings and make sure everything is secure before you leave on these long
trips and be safe in your travels.

The club will be calling an open meeting soon for discussion on the Harmonisation programme for
Australia. This has caused much angst and concern with the membership throughout the country so
hopefully we can finally start to get some clear directions. Furthermore, contrary to some comments
made on Facebook, at this stage the WUSV will not accept ANKC Novice, Open and Utility titles. I have
asked the question whether the WUSV would accept the ET and Herding and hopefully we will get a
response soon. 

Jenny De Lucia is currently running an Instructor’s Course for two of our club members so hopefully
they will be successful. They are both on the grounds at the moment in training and it would be a
welcome addition to our team who do a great job every Wednesday and Sunday.

The club, via its volunteer members, is still running the canteen at Dogs SA which brings in much
needed funds for the club and which we will put towards our up and coming 50th National in two
year’s time. Planning for the National has slowly started but after the National in Sydney this year, it
will move into full swing. The National in Adelaide will be a milestone in itself with it being the 50th
National Show and Trial and warrants special attention and presentation to the competitors,
exhibitors and general public.

John De Lucia
President



The committee wish to extend a warm welcome to the following New members of the
Club:

A ZAP Assessment was scheduled for April 10, however, this was cancelled due to lack
of interest.

The Club has been fortunate to have been granted further funds to improve the Club.
This money will be spent on additional lighting for the grounds, an improved exhaust
system for the Canteen and for a couple of shelters for the use of members.

A Special General Meeting of GSDC of A will be held on Wednesday 13th July, via
Zoom. The Agenda for the meeting will be posted shortly. It is ultimately about
whether the GSDC of A, should renew its membership to the WUSV.

The Shepherd Shop has received new display shelving from Royal Canin. Our sales are
continuing to grow, and we thank the members for their continued support. Any
Special orders can be accommodated if sufficient time is given to enable the purchase
of the product.
 
The 48th National Show and Trial will be held in NSW to ALL members who are
travelling to the National best of luck with your dogs and safe travels.

Stephen J Collins
Hon. Secretary

Secretary's Report
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Ch Wandarrak Rebel Withoutacause             G, B & B Bonham
Dreamstar Natural Beauty                               S Pilgrim
Rhosyn Jazz Tapestry                                        SJ & C Collins
Vonpeta When The Bell Rings                         M Neddermeyer
Leppsdorf Mystic Myrah (LSC)                        C Rayner

A breed lecture is planned for Sunday May 29th. The topic will be the proportions of the
German Shepherd.
A Breed Survey was conducted on May 1st with Five (5) animals presented
Congratulations to the owners and breeders of the animals that were successfully Breed
Surveyed:

The Club’s Championship show is fast approaching, and it is pleasing to note that this year
we are having an International Judge, Mr B Anderson from NZ. Our local judge is the very
respected Mr Peter Flynn (SA).

The Club continues to receive inquiries regarding puppies, so please advise the Club when
you have pups available so that your details can be given to the prospective purchasers. 

Christine Collins  
2nd Vice President 

Breed Affairs Report



OPEN MEETING
Sunday July 3, 2022 

Agenda
German Shepherd Dog Council of Australia

Special General Meeting
Start 11.30am

Clubrooms
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I have had German Shepherds since I was fifteen and have always enjoyed their company when
camping, fishing, hiking and kayaking and just out and about. 

Contact with the public and situations of hazard that these activities can present require a well
behaved and obedient dog. 

I have always trained my dogs at the German Shepherd Dog Club and some have achieved titles in
trials. 

My enjoyment of the training led me to desire becoming an instructor and subsequently Head
Instructor. 

I am passionate about assisting others to train their dogs. I strive to produce highly trained obedient
dogs that are shining examples of the breed when in public, and stunning advertisements for the club.

I also hope to make this a very happy and stress free (whenever possible) experience for both the dogs
and their handlers. I am a keen photographer and video maker and have made some videos of the
training. 

I love a good game of chess and gardening. It is very rare that I am not at the club for Wednesday night
and Sunday morning training sessions and am always available to assist with enquiries. 

MEET THE INSTRUCTING TEAM
 

Robert MacPherson - Head Instructor
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I teach in the trial ring at the German Shepherd Dog Club on Sunday mornings.

I emigrated from Germany as a newlywed in 1993 and one year later my husband fulfilled his promise
for me to have a German Shepherd and not just one, but two bitches came into our life.

This led me to a lifetime of obedience classes, instructing at the highest level at several obedience clubs
and achieving a multitude of obedience titles with my biggest achievement the winning of the Golden
Dumbbell, the highest obedience state award given by the South Australian Canine Association. 

Owning and training four German Shepherds, one Rottweiler X and three Border Collies, my second
favourite breed, in obedience and agility has given me extensive knowledge which I like sharing with
likeminded people.

I greatly enjoy the comradery and friendship I find at the German Shepherd Dog Club with the
instructors and people I teach.

MEET THE INSTRUCTING TEAM
 

Ingrid Hanegreefs - Deputy Head Instructor
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I’m an instructor with the GSDC SA obedience group.

After growing up with German Shepherds in the family home, I knew I had to have one of these
incredibly smart and most loyal friends anyone could have.

That being said, instead I got Ryker (Tonaker Direwolf)…

All jokes aside and I know that Ryker can often be the source of many laughs on a Sunday morning with
his energy and character, he has been the best friend I could ever ask for.

Who would have thought that this dog would ever go onto taking out 1st place in the Balmead team
both individual and team scores along with the excellence in obedience medal for a score of over 190.

As his mate and handler I couldn’t be prouder of him and this is what drives myself as an instructor to
assist others in experiencing the same feeling. 

On a personal note, I served in the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) from 2001 - 2010 and am currently
a reporting analyst for Defence Housing Australia (DHA) who provide housing solutions to serving
Defence Members. 

My time in the ADF has provided me with a great appreciation for discipline and I see enjoy seeing the
same strength in a well trained GS as they work together as a team with their best mate and handler.

Well enough about me, after all I’m here to learn about all of you and look forward to our time together
as we assist you in building your bond with your GS out on the club grounds and wish you all the
greatest of success in your GS journey.

MEET THE INSTRUCTING TEAM
 

Stewart MacPherson - Instructor
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I am a passionate German Shepherd dog owner having had GS dogs as part of my family since
childhood. 

All of my German Shepherds have been the most loyal, friendly and loving dogs as well being a massive
part of our family and lifestyle. 

Over the last 5 years we have been actively involved in Obedience Trialling and the GSDC has given me
the opportunity to have a high level of success. 

In addition, the GSDC has also provided me with educational training and the privileged opportunity to
become a GSDC instructor.

Being an instructor has been extremely gratifying in imparting the knowledge and skills that I have
developed, in being a confident and competent dog handler, onto others and the joy and satisfaction
that I see this brings to the handler and their family. 

Sara and I very much enjoy being part of the weekly training sessions as this bond is continually
developed between handler and GSD from a young age through to a mature beautiful German
Shepherd Family Dog.  

MEET THE INSTRUCTING TEAM
 

Michael Tamasi - Instructor
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I am a member of the GSDCSA and I am an obedience instructor in training. 

I grew up in the Barossa Valley, which is where I was first exposed to the German Shepherd breed
when I was a small child. 

Our neighbour owned a female German Shepherd, which I would often jump the fence to play with.

Since then, I have had nothing but admiration for the breed, in particular how loyal, smart and well-
natured they are.

I now own a German Shepherd of my own, a two year old female called Isla.

She is my first dog and we’ve been inseparable companions from the day we got her. 

The best parts of our week is when we get to go to the GSDCSA to socialise and train.

I thoroughly enjoy spending time with Isla and developing our unique bond through our training. 

It’s this special connection which enticed me to start instructing, so I could share my experiences and
knowledge with others starting out on their ventures with their own pups.

MEET THE INSTRUCTING TEAM
 

Luke Hamra - Instructor
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My love for the German Shepherd dog was inherited from my dad, who only ever owned and trained
purebred German Shepherds. 

I was five when my dad brought home our first German Shepherd.

I didn’t realise at the time, but my lifelong love for the breed started then.

It was this love for the German Shepherd dog that I shared with my dad, which ultimately became our
special connection.

Since starting to train my dog at the German Shepherd Club; I am approached on a regular basis by
strangers commenting on what a beautiful temperament my dog has and how well behaved he is.

It was due to this feedback that lit the fire under me, which started my journey on becoming an
instructor at the club. 

The breed hasn’t always had the best reputation; my hope is to help remove this unfair judgement, by
instilling the confidence each German Shepherd dog owner needs, to be the Alpha in their pack, to help
train and raise a well-balanced, obedient and loving addition to their family!

I love to be in nature and often take my dog on long nature walks through National Parks and along the
beach.

I also love riding motorbikes in my free time, my only problem now, is I need to add a side car to my
bike to take my boy on joy rides too!

MEET THE INSTRUCTING TEAM
 

Lama Johnson - Trainee Instructor
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I was first introduced to German Shepherds as a kid. I reckon I was 13. We had German shepherds in
the family. We just never knew any other breed.

They're just adorable, amazing, clever, smart and very beautiful. I am onto my fourth GSD but they
have all been special to me.

I have been an instructor for the last two and a half years with Kobe but did a bit of instructing with in
mid 90s here with my other shepherds just for a short time.

I teach from puppies right through to trials -  they're all different. 

If you start with puppies you get to see them grow up and if they're still in class four or five and you're
still teaching them it's good to see them grow. It makes me proud. 

It's good to see how they change and grow - I am available at the club most Sunday's and Wednesday
night's if you want to have a chat.

MEET THE INSTRUCTING TEAM
 

Les Khabbaz - Instructor
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I've got German heritage. So I just like the breed and our first German Shepherd was mum and dad's
wedding anniversary present. 

I am attracted to the breeds loyalty and their nature as they are very intelligent and easy to train.

I became an instructor in 1992.
I was actually asked to become an instructor back in 1987 soon after I joined the club but I turned
down the offer but after a couple of years I just wanted to put back into the club and give help to those
involved with the breed. 

I was helped quite a bit by the club and this was my way to give back.

In the classes, I do anything from puppies up to trials class, but I enjoyed doing the puppies most
because the people coming out for the first time - like me for my first time - have no idea the amazing
journey of what lies ahead for them.

As I have been involved with the club for awhile I hope to be able to make the dogs transition from a
puppy to adulthood as smooth as possible.

I can relate to what people are going through with training because I suffer from information overload,
and learning difficulties. I ensure I feed people information at a slow pace to ensure they get the most
out of each session.

MEET THE INSTRUCTING TEAM
 

Tom Ory - Senior Instructor
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WEDNESDAY TRAINING SUNDAY TRAINING

7.30 pm: Beginners Obedience Obedience

Class 1, 2 & 3 Show Training

9.30 am: Beginners Obedience Obedience

Class 1, 2 & 3  Classes 

8.15 pm: Obedience Class 4 & 5, Novice

Obedience & Trials Classes 
10.00 am: Show Training

 
10.30 am: Obedience Class 4, Class 5

Open Obedience & Utility

TRAINING TIMES
 
 

http://www.thepamperedpooch.com.au/
http://www.noahscrossingvetclinic.com.au/


WHAT'S ON
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GSDC of SA
Breed Lecture 
May 29, 2022 
   to be held
after training,
11:30AM, at
the club.

The informational lecture will be held on the German
Shepherd Dog Proportions.

Afternoon tea available and sausage sizzle. Entry via
gold coin donation.

Trials:
Endurance Trial 25 June

Obedience Trial July 3, August 7 and 28.
Schedules will be available soon. 
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 AVAILABLE AT THE
SHEPHERD SHOP
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Our Sponsors
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http://www.thepamperedpooch.com.au/
https://gsdcsa.org.au/shepherd-shop-2/
http://www.noahscrossingvetclinic.com.au/
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READ MORE
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Jean Butterfield & Gayle Mercer

OLD NOARLUNGA 
Phone: 0412 471 802 
Email: alimanda@hotmail.com.au

BREEDERS DIRECTORY
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ALIMANDA KENNELS

W & J & A O'Loughlin

PORT NOARLUNGA 
Phone: 0412 605 584 
Email: arkahla@adam.com.au

ARKAHLA KENNELS

J & J & I De Lucia

GAWLER BELT 
Phone: 0408 100 745 
Email: jjdelucia@bigpond.com

BABENBERG KENNELS
S & J Collins

WILLUNGA 
Phone: 0419 212 749 
Email: mail@rhosyngsd.com

RHOSYN KENNELS

READ MORE

B Owen

TWO WELLS 
Phone: 0417 834 941 
Email: sheprose01@gmail.com

SHEPROSE KENNELS Advertise here!

https://www.facebook.com/alimanda.kennels/
https://www.facebook.com/BabenbergKennels
https://www.facebook.com/Arkahla
https://www.facebook.com/groups/111735878957456
https://www.facebook.com/Sheprose-kennels-2064571763856061


READ MORE

*CH ALIMANDA FIREWALKER ‘A’ 2:2 ‘Z’ 0:0 H- Neg

Sire: *CH Schneerberg Fire Storm ‘A’ ‘Z’ ET
Dam: CH Durnstein Champagne ‘A’ ‘Z’

Owner: Alimanda Kennels
OLD NOARLUNGA
Phone: 0412471802

Email: alimanda@hotmail.com.au

STUD DOG DIRECTORY
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READ MORE

*CH ALIMANDA ITS ALL ABOUT ME ‘A’ 1:2, ‘Z’ 0:0

Sire: *Pepe vd Zenteiche ‘a’ ED 
Dam: Bruangie Something to Follow ‘A’ ‘Z’

Owner: Alimanda Kennels
OLD NOARLUNGA
Phone: 0412471802

Email: alimanda@hotmail.com.au

READ MORE

*CH ALIMANDA SMOOTH OPERATOR ‘A’ 2:0, ‘Z’ 0:0

Sire: *Juwika Destroyer ‘a’ ED 
Dam: Bruangie Something to Follow ‘A’ ‘Z’ 

Owner: Alimanda Kennels
OLD NOARLUNGA
Phone: 0412471802

Email: alimanda@hotmail.com.au

*Alwin v Haus Nesgen IGP1 (Imp Gmy) ‘a’ Normal ED
Normal (Gmy) 

Sire: *Hugh v Eichenplatz Sch HIII ‘a’ ED
Dam: *Wicki vom Gilkauertal IPO1 ‘a’ ED

Owner: Lago Kennels & P Flynn
COROMANDEL VALLEY 
Phone: 0433 824 987 
Email: not available

READ MORE

*BABENBERG SEBASTIAN 'A' 4:5 'Z' 0:0

Sire: *NZ CH Veneze Ricardo 'A' 'Z'
 Dam: *Babenberg Jasmina 'A' 'Z'

 Owner: J & J De Lucia - Babenberg
Kennels 

GAWLER BELT 
Phone: 0408 100 745

 Email: jjdelucia@bigpond.com

READ MORE

*CALLE vom WESTERVENN IPO II (Imp Gmy) ‘a’
Normal ED Normal (Gmy)

Sire: *Labo v Schollerweir Sch HIII ‘a’ ED
Dam: *Zimba v Westervenn Sch HII ‘a’ ED

Owner: Stephen & Christine Collins
WILLUNGA 

Phone: 0419 212 749
Email: stephen@rhosyngsd.com

https://www.dogzonline.com.au/breeds/profile.asp?dog=74234
https://www.dogzonline.com.au/breeds/profile.asp?dog=82430
https://www.dogzonline.com.au/breeds/profile.asp?dog=74234
https://www.dogzonline.com.au/breeds/profile.asp?dog=74234
https://www.dogzonline.com.au/breeds/profile.asp?dog=110405
https://www.dogzonline.com.au/breeds/profile.asp?dog=74234
https://www.rhosyngsd.com/dogs/Calle_v_Westervenn


READ MORE

*LENIN VON DER GRAFENBURG IPO2 (Imp Deu) 'a'
Normal ED Normal

Sire: *Pepe v Bordetal IPO2 'a' ED 
Dam: *Tatoo v d Grafenberg IPO1 'a' ED
Owner: Mrs C Collins & Mr J De Lucia

WILLUNGA 
Phone: 08 8556 2340 OR 0419 212 749

Email: mail@rhosyngsd.com

STUD DOG DIRECTORY
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READ MORE

*CH VONPETA QWACKAWOODY 'A' 3:5 'Z' 0:1

Sire: *CH Leberhine Jeronimoe 'A' 'Z'
Dam: *CH Vonpeta Grace N Beauty 'A' 'Z'
Owner: Mel Adamson - Vondoussa Kennels 

LEWISTON 
Mob: 0417 711 410

 Email: vondoussa.gsd@bigpond.com

READ MORE

Advertise here! Advertise here!

Advertise here! Advertise here!

https://www.rhosyngsd.com/dogs/Lenin_vd_Grafenburg
https://www.dogzonline.com.au/breeds/profile.asp?dog=82430
https://www.dogzonline.com.au/breeds/profile.asp?dog=108738
https://www.dogzonline.com.au/breeds/profile.asp?dog=74234


These rules apply to all handlers during training sessions and have been formulated for the welfare of
you and your dog. 
Any Club member, or any person guilty of unseemly conduct or acts harmful to the club, may be asked
to leave the Training area. 
They may also be dealt with by the Committee of The GSDC of S A Inc. under clause 6, and relative by-
laws of the Clubs Constitution. 

Any dog which is sick WILL NOT be permitted onto the Club grounds. 
Dogs who have suffered a CONTAGIOUS DISEASE WILL NOT be allowed on to the grounds until 5
weeks after being cleared by a veterinarian (a vets certificate may be required). 
Puppies should not be brought out onto the Club grounds under the age of 8 weeks or at least 2
weeks after they have been inoculated for HEPATITIS, DISTEMPER AND PARVOVIRUS ( vaccination
certificate may be required). 

Bitches in season are not permitted on the grounds unless at a recognised Club event. The use of
switches, spiked collars or whips is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN ON THE CLUB GROUNDS.
Members shall not treat their dog in a manner which may reflect badly on the Club. Dogs are NOT to
be taken off-lead or left unattended, except on the directives, or under the supervision of a Class
Instructor. 

The handlers of dogs which foul the Club grounds, will be responsible for cleaning up same, with the
equipment provided. The Head Instructor has the authority to permit the use of a muzzle or training
devices, as required in special cases. The use of the equipment is to be under supervision, and its use
on the grounds, other than above, is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN. 
Dogs under the age of 12 months ARE NOT permitted to use jump equipment higher than 400 mm, or
longer than 800 mm. 

Pursuant of the Health act "Dogs" ARE NOT permitted inside the Clubrooms. In the interest of safety
and health, and in consideration of others, parents are required to supervise the behaviour of their
children. The Clubrooms and Toilets MUST NOT be used as playing areas. 

In the interests of public health the Clubrooms and the verandah area are NON-SMOKING areas. 
Training Extreme Weather Policy Training will be cancelled if the forecast temperature for West Beach
is predicted to be 37 degrees or above or an Extreme Storm warning is issued on
www.eldersweather.com.au at 6pm the night before training (Wednesday nights and Sunday
mornings). 
Appropriate foot wear must be worn at ALL times when handling / double handling dogs on the Club
grounds. Bare feet, thongs, slip on shoes, high heels, sandals or crocs and shoes with metal-spiked
soles are not suitable foot wear and members wearing any of the above will be asked to leave the
training area. 

THANK YOU! BE PROUD OF YOUR DOG, HE IS VERY PROUD OF YOU! THE COMMITTEE 

GROUND RULES
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